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SKYDREAMS NEW AIRPAINT WIRELESS CAMERA PAINT SYSTEM USED
ON THE PRIMETIME ABC SHOW CRASH COURSE IN DETROIT.
Detroit, MI, July 2009 – SkyDreams Technologies new product AirPaint a wireless
camera Paint Control System introduced first at NAB earlier this year was used by ABC
for it’s upcoming show Crash Course shot in Detroit. This fast paced show required four
of their roving cameras to be equipped with the AirPaint Units to provide wireless CCU
control. The AirPaint units provided all the camera paint control for a video engineer to
shade the cameras including an overhead cablecam, large crane camera, steady cam and
two handhelds.
Video engineer Dave Murto said “given four of our five main truck camera’s were RF; to
have full paint box control along with record start and stop capability was priceless”.
Company founder Jim Lucas said “as the EIC on this show, this is exactly why we
developed this product. To solve the problem of shading and matching the RF transmitted
cameras to the rest of the hard line cameras. Being able to start, stop and playback the
cable cam, jibs and stedi cam really made production happy. The idea is to be in a full
wireless CCU environment with long range, no interference and ultra low lag
performance”.
The AirPaint system is available from SkyDreams Technologies. Pricing information is
available on line at www.Skydreams.tv
For additional information about this new product, or to schedule an interview with Jim
Lucas, please call Keith Stephenson at 323-819-1001 or email Keith at
Keith@skydreams.tv.
SkyDreams Technologies is a company founded in 2008 specifically to develop and sell
products in support of the television production industry.

